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2021
PHILOSOPHY — GENERAL
Paper : SEC-B(a)

(Man and Environment)
Full Marks : 80
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words
as far as practicable.
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‘Anthropocentrism’

‘The Environment (Protection) Act’

‘The Land Ethic’

‘Symbiosis’

‘UNEP’
United Nations Environmental Peace

Union of National Environmental Policy

United Nations Environmental Programme
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‘Ecosophy T’

‘Consensus of Feeling’

Val Plumwood

×

Paul Taylor
John Passmore
(intrinsic value)

(inherent value)
(aesthetic judgment)
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[English Version]
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
1. Choose the correct option (any ten) :

1×10

(a) madhuv t h t yate madhuk aranti sindhava — Mention from which source this sloka has been
collected?
(i) Kena Upani ad
(iii)

a Upani ad

(ii) Ka ha Upani ad
(iv) B h dara yaka Upani ad.

(b) What does the word ‘Anthropocentrism’ mean?
(i) Human-centric outlook
(iii) Animal-centric outlook

(ii) Biocentric outlook
(iv) None of these.

(c) In which year ‘The Environment (Protection) Act’ came into existence?
(i) 1980

(ii) 1983

(iii) 1985

(iv) 1986.

(d) Who wrote the article ‘The Land Ethic’?
(i) Aldo Leopold
(iii) Rachel Carson

(ii) Charles Darwin
(iv) Alexander Van Humboldt.

(e) What does ‘symbiosis’ mean in ecology?
(i) Predator-prey relationship
(iii) Ethical relationship

(ii) Ecological relationship
(iv) None of these.

(f) What is the full form of ‘UNEP’?
(i) United Nations Environmental Peace

(ii) Union of National Environmental Policy

(iii) United Nations Environmental Programme (iv) None of these.
(g) Who said about ‘Ecosophy T’?
(i) Leopold
(iii) Ramchandra Guha

(ii) Rolston
(iv) Arne Naess.
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(h) The idea of ‘Consensus of Feeling’ is conceived by
(i) Paul Taylor
(iii) G.E. Moore

(ii) J. B. Callicott
(iv) Rolston.

(i) Which one of the following have intrinsic value?
(i) A pen

(ii) An axe

(iii) Music

(iv) A gun.

(j) “Intrinsic value is opposite to Instrumental value.” — Who upheld this view?
(i) Moore

(ii) Rolston

(iii) Callicott

(iv) Attfield.

(k) According to Val Plumwood the main source of exploitation on nature and women is rooted in
(i) Dualistic approach
(iii) Exploitation-centric approach

(ii) Pluralistic approach
(iv) Monistic approach.

(l) Which of the following branch of Ethics deals with Environmental Ethics?
(i) Normative Ethics
(iii) Meta Ethics

(ii) Practical Ethics
(iv) None of these.

2. Answer any five questions :

5×5

(a) Explain in brief the relation between man and nature following Upani ad.
(b) Point out the main objectives of deep ecology.
(c) Describe in short the interrelationship between Ecofeminism and Multiculturalism.
(d) Write in brief G.E. Moore’s theory on intrinsic value.
(e) What are the conditions laid down by Paul Taylor regarding legitimate moral norms? Discuss briefly.
(f) What are the different stages of aesthetic consciousness as stated by John Passmore?
(g) Distinguish between Intrinsic value and Inherent value.
(h) Discuss in short Immanuel Kant’s concept of aesthetic judgement with a suitable example.
3. Answer any three questions :

15×3

(a) Discuss elaborately the Indian philosophical view regarding environment.
(b) Describe the view regarding environment after Rabindranath Tagore following the book Sadhana.
(c) How far the idea of deep ecology is applicable in socio-economic perspective of India? Discuss
critically.
(d) What do you mean by Eco-feminism? Discuss in detail.
(e) Is the idea of intrinsic value subjective? Give arguments in support of your answer.

